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The normalized incomplete beta function I:i:( a, b) is inverted for large values of the parameter 

a and b. That is, x-solutions of the equation 

Ix( a, b) = p, p E [O, 1] 

are considered, especially for large values of a and b. The approximations are obtained 

by using uniform asymptotic expansions of the incomplete beta function, in which an error 

function or an incomplete gamma function is the dominant term. The inversion problem is 

started by inverting this dominant term. Further terms in the expansion are obtained by using 

standard perturbation methods, which are recently introduced in a paper describing a method 

for asymptotic inversion of the incomplete gamma functions. Numerical results indicate that 

for obtaining an accuracy of four correct digits the asymptotic method can already be used 

for a+ b ~ 5. 

1980 Mathematics Subject Classification: 33A15, 33A20, 41A60. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The incomplete beta function is defined by 

I (a b) = 1 r ta-1(1 - t)b-l dt > 0 b > 0 
x ' B(a, b) lo ' a , , 

where B(a,b) is Euler's (complete) beta function 

B(<t b) = {1 ta-1(1- t)b-1 dt = f(a)f(b). 
' lo f(a+b) 

1 

( 1.1) 

( 1.2) 

We consider the following inversion problem. Let p E [O, 1] be given. We arc interestt'd in the 
x-value that solves the c•qua.tion 
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where a and b are fixed positive numbers. We are especially interested in solving (1.3) for 

large values of a and b. 
This problem is of great importance in probability theory and mathematical statistics. 

The incomplete beta. function is a. standard probability function, with as special cases the (neg
ative) binomial distribution, Student's distribution, and the F-(variance-ratio) distribution. 
Several approaches are available in the (statistical) literature, wlwre often a first approxi
mation of x, based on asymptotic estimates, is constructed, but t11is first approximation is 
not always reliable. Higher approximations may obtained by numerical inversion techniques, 
which require evaluation of the incomplete beta function. This may he rather time consuming, 
especially when a and b a.re large. 

In the present method W<' also use an asymptotic result. The approximation is quite 
accurate, especially when the parameters a and b a.re large. It follows from numerical results, 
however, that a three term asymptotic expansion already gives an accuracy of 4 significant 
digits for a+ b ~ 5, uniformly with respect top E [O, 1). 

The method of this pa.per is used earlier in [4] for the asymptotic inversion of the in
complete gamma functions. The present problem is more difficult., of course, since now two 
large pa.ra.meters a.re consid<'Ted. In fact we consider three asymptotic rE.'presentations of the 
incomplete beta functionwith a+ b-+ oo, valid in th<' following cas<'s: 

(i) a= b + fi, where j3 stays fixed, 

(ii) a/band b/a are bounded away from z<>ro, 

(iii) at least one of the parameters a, b is large. 

In the first two cases both para.meters are large, in the third case we allow one parameter 
to be fixed or substantially smaller than the other one. In the first two cas<'s the underlying 
b<'ta distribution ran be approximated by a. normal (Gaussian) clist ribution, and we use an 
error function as ma.in approximant. In the third case the distribution may h<' quite skew, and 
we consider an approximation in terms of the gamma distribution, with an incomplete gamma 
function as main a.pproxima.nt. It is possible to restrict ourselves to a ~ b, since we have the 
relation 

lx(a,b) = 1- fi-x(b,a). (IA) 

This relation is used in the third case, where the only condition is that the sum a+ b should 
be large. 

2. TUE NEARLY SYMMETRIC CASE. 

We write b =a+ (3, where f3 is fixed. We obtain from (1.1) 

lx(a,a+,8)= B( 4-a /3) r[4t(l-tW(1-t)f3rlt_ 
a, a+ }0 t( 1 - t) 

\Ve transform this to a. standard form with a. Gaussian cha.ra.cter by writing 

- t(2 = In[4t.( 1 - t)J, 

- ~1}2 = ln[·Lr(l - x)], 

0 < t < 1, sign(()= sign(t -1 ), 
0 < x < 1, sign(77) = sign(:r - ~ ). 

(2.1) 
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Therefore 

Ix( a, a+ /3) = 4-a JTJ e-!a<2 (1 - t)t3 d: d(. 
B(a,a+/3) _00 t(l-t) d~ 

We can write t as function of(: 

t = ~ [1 ± J1 -exp(-~(2 )] = ~ [1 + (V[l -exp(-~(2)]/(2], (2.2) 

where the second square root is non-negative for real values of the argum<'nt. The sam<' relation 
holds for x as function of 17. It easily follows that 

1 dt -( 
t( 1 - t) d( = 1 - 2t' 

and that the following standard form (in the s<'nse of [2]) can he obtained 

( 2.:3) 

with 

f ( () = <I>(a )</>( (), (2..t) 

where 

1 f(a + 1 r.I) f(a + _21 /3 + _21) 
<I>(a) = - 21J 

Va I'(a.) f(a + /3) 
</>( () = [2( 1 - t )]/3 (2.5) 

This form of CI>(a) is ohtain<'d by using the duplication formula of th<' gamma function: 

y'i"r(2z) = 22z-l f(z)f(z + ~ ). 

From the asymptotic expansion of the ratio of gamma functions (s<'c for instance [1, formula 

6.1.47]), we obtain 

(a - oo), (2.6) 

where 

Co= 1, Ct = ~(-2/32 +2/3-1), <'2 = 1 ~8 (4,84 +8/33 -16/32 +•1/3+1). 

The function </>(() is analytic in a strip containing Ill; the singulariti<'s n<'ar<'st to th<' origin 

occur at ±2.j7r exp( ±hr /4 ). The first coefficiE>nts of the Taylor <'Xpansion 

are 

do= 1, 
d - _ ;3../2 

1 - 2 , 
1 ? 

d2 = 8(2,13- - 2/3 + 1 ), 
/3../2 ? • d3 = --(/3" - :};] + 2), 

2·1 

(2. 7) 
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d4 = -1 (4/34 - 24/33 + 32[J2 - 12,B + 1 ), ds = - ,B./2 (,84 - 10,83 + 25(32 - 20/3 + ,1). 
~ 9~ 

From results in [2] it follows that the standard form (2.3) can he written in the form 

Ir( a,a + (3) = ~erfc(-77Jaf2) - Ra(11), (2.8) 

where 77 is defined in (2.1), and erfc is the error function defined by 

2 {oo 2 

erfc z = Vi Jz e-t dt. 

\Ve try to solve equation ( 1.3) with the above reprE'sentation of th<> incomplete beta. function. 
First we solve the equation ( 1.3) in terms of 77; aft<>rwards, we determine x from the inverse 
r<'lation of the s<.'cond line in ( 2.1) (that is, (2.2) with t, ( replaced by x, 77, respectively). When 
a is large, we consider the error function in the <>quation 

lx(<l,<I + /3) = ~erfc(-77Ja/2)- R0 (77) = p (2.9) 

as the dominant term, and a first approximation 770 of 77 is defined by the solution of the 
equation 

~erfc(-~Va/2) = p. 

The exact solution of ( 1.3) (in t<'rms of 77) is writt<>n as 

and we try to determine c. It appears that we ran expand this quantity in the form 

c-1 c-2 c3 c---+2+3+ ... , 
a a a 

as a --+ oo. The coefficients c i ran be expressed in terms of 770 and /3. 

From (2.3), (2.9) and (2.10) we obtain 

where f is given in (2.4). Upon dividing, we obtain 

Substitution of (2.11) gives the diff<'rential equation 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

We write TJ in place of 7}o; that is, Wt' try to find c as function of 17, that satisfiC's (seC' also (2..1)) 

(2.1·1) 
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When we have obtained c from this equation (or an approximation), we use it in (2.11) to 
obtain the final value 1J. 

The first coefficient c1 of (2.12) is obtained by comparing dominant terms in (2.1·1). Since 
4?(a) = 1 + O(a-1 ), we obtain 

1 
c1 =-In </>(TJ). 

T/ 
(2.1.5) 

This quantity is analytic (as a function of TJ) on Ill; </>(1J) is positive on m, and q'>(O) = 1. Using 
(2.7) we obtain for small values of T/ 

c1 = -lf3,/2 + l(l - 2f3)TJ - .l..f3,/2 T/2 - _1 T/3 - _1_(3,/2174 + ... 
2 8 48 192 3840 

Further terms ci ca.n be ohta.incd by using more terms in (2.6) a.nd by expanding 

</>( 17 + c) = </>( T/) + c </>' ( T/) + t c 2 </>" ( 17) + ... ' 

in which (2.12) is substituted to obtain a.n expansion in powers of n-1 • In this way we find 

1 ( I I 2) (2 6) c2 = 2TJ</> 2</>c1 + 2</J £1 + 2c1 </> - <Pc-1 ; .1) 

The derivatives </>',c:', etc., a.re with respect to TJ, a.nd all functions are <'Valnat.ed at 17. For 
small values of T/ we can use the Taylor series 

£2 = 13'(; (3/3 - 2) + 1~8 (20/32 - 12/3 + 1 )TJ + /39~ (20/3 - 1 )TJ2 + 

46
1
08 ( 16/32 + 30/3 - I5)TJ3 + !'{;o (21/3 + 32)174 + 

36816·10(-32/32 + 63)175 - 25~~80(120/3+17)1]6 + .. ., 

/3.../2 ') 1 3 ') /3 
€3 =--(-75/3~ + 80/3- 16) + --(-1080/3 + 868/3~ - 90 - ·1!5)17+ 

480 9216 

!~o (-1rno,a2 +84/3 + 373)TJ2+ 

1 (-22·10/33 - 2.508/32 + 2100/3 ·- 165)173 + .... 
3686·10 
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3. THE GENERAL ERROR FUNCTION CASE. 

Let us write 
• 2 () a = r sm , b = rcos2 9, 

Then ( 1.1) can be written as 

J ( . b) = 1 r er[sin2 61n t+cos2 6In(1-t)) dt . 
xa, 1J(a,b)}0 t(l-t) 

(:l. l) 

We consider r as a large param<'ter, and ()bounded away from 0 and ~7r. The maximum of 
the exponential function occurs at t = sin2 0. Hence, the following tran~c:;formation brings the 

<'Xponential part of the int<'grand into a Gaussian form: 

I ·2 _ • 2 t 2 1 - t 
-:;~ - s111 (Jin -.-2- +cos Oln ~(}' 

- Sin (J cos-
( :3.2) 

where the sign of (equals th<' sign oft - sin2 0. The same transformation holds for x ...- 77 if t 
and ( are replaced with x and 17, respectively. From (3.2) W<' ohtain, 

• d( sin 2 (} - t 
-~<Lt = t(l - t) ' 

and we can wri tc ( 3.1) in th<' standard form (confer (2.3)-(2.4)) 

with 

where 

/(() = CI>(r)</>((), 

f*( 7') 
$( r) - ----"--'--

- f*(a)f*(b)' 

The function f*(z) is the slowly varying part of the Euler gamma. function. That is, 

with 

f*(z)"" L:(-lt/nZ-n, 
n=O 

1 00 
~ -n 

f*(z) rv L.J /nZ ' 
n=O 

z __... 00. 

The first few /n are 
1 1 1 l:J9 

/O = ' /I = -12' /2 = 288' /3 = 5i'iM(i. 

The analogue of the expansion (2.G) is now in t<'nns of the larg<' paramctc'r r: 

(r----.. oo), 

(3.:J) 

(3.·1) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3. 7) 

i 
) 

l 
l 



where 

co = 1, 
sin2 e cos2 e - 1 

C1 = 
3sin2 20 

(sin 2 (} cos2 e - 1 )2 
c2 = 

18 sin 4 20 ' 

139(sin6 Ocos6 (} - cos6 8- sin6 0) + 15sin4 Bcos4 0 
C3 = -~-'-~~~~~~~~~~;:.__~~~~~-

810 sin6 28 

The first coefficients of the Taylor expansion 

are 

do = 1, d1 =_,!.cot 20 
3 ' 

d'l. = sin4 0+ c~s4 o+ 1 
6 sin· 28 

7 

(:3.8) 

To solve equation (1.3) for large values of r, we use the met.hod of th<' previous section. 
\Ve write as in (2.8) 

I:r(a,b) = ierfc(-11Vr/2)-Ra(17), (3.9) 

where the relation betw('('Jl :t and 1J follows from (3.2). A first approximation 1/o follows from 
the equation 

~erfc(-1JoJr/2) = p, (3.10) 

and the terms c; in the expansion 

€1 E2 €3 
€'"'-'-+?+-3+ ... , 

r r- r 

arc the same as in (2.15)-(2.17), but with </>,c1 ,c2 of the prcs<'nt sC'ction. For small vahH's of 
TJ we can expand 

2s2 - 1 5s4 - 5s2 - 1 46s6 - 69s4 + 21s2 + 1 ,, 
ci = 3sc 3Gs2c2 71 + 1620s3c3 rt 

-2s2 - G2s6 + 3ls8 + 33.s4 + 7 3 

6·180s4 c4 71 

88s6 - 52s2 - 115s8 + 46s10 - 17 s4 + 2.5 4 

+ 90720s5 c5 11 + · · · ' 
52s6 - 78s4 + 12s2 + 7 2s2 - 370s6 + 185s8 + 183s4 - 7 

E2 = - 40Ss3 c3 + 2.592s4 c4 1J 

776s2 + 10240.c;6 - 1352Ss8 - 533 + 5410s10 - 1835s4 ,, rr 
204120s5c5 

3747s 2 + 15071.~ 12 - J.582ls6 + 45.588s8 - 45213s10 - 3:372.~4 - 1579 3 

+ 2099.520s6 c6 11 + · · ·' 

c3 = (370-1s 10 - 9260s8 + 6686s6 - 769.~4 - 1259s2 +·110)/( 1020608·5 c~) 
-(7.50.J79s12 - 151557s2 - 727·169.~6 + 2239932s8 

- 22.5J.l:J7s10 + 140052s4 + 631·19)/(2099520086 c6 )17 

+(7297.5-'l.«14 - 78755s2 - 2.55·1139812 + 146879s6 - 160261088 

+ :n0!>183.s10 + 10.5222s4 + +29233)/(367-11G00s7 c7 )172 + ... , 
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where s ==sin 8, c = cos 8. 

The functions ci are now considered as functions of TJo (instead of TJ), and we write 

€1 c2 €3 
77"''f/o+-+2+3+ .... r r r 

This approximation is substituted in the left hand side of (3.2), and we invNt this equation 

to obtain t, or, equivalently, x. 

4. THE INCOMPLETE C.J\MMA FUNCTION CASE. 

Jn this sect.ion we consider the asymptotic condition that the sum a+ b should be large. We 
concentrate on the case a~ b. In the other case we can solve (1.3) by using (1.4 ). From (3, 
formula. (9.16)] it follows that we can write 

lr(a,b) = Q(b,rya) + Ra,b(TJ), 

where 17 is given by a mapping x 1-+ ry, which is defined by 

17 - 1Lln 'f/ + A(Jt) =-In x - 1dn(l - x), 

and 
b 

/l = -, 
a 

A(Jt) = (1 + /t)ln(l + Jt)- Jt. 

Q is the inrnmplete gamma function defined by 

Corresponding points in the mapping are 

1 
x = 0 ....- 1J = +oo, x = -- +-+ 1J = Jl, 

1 + Jl 

From (4.2) it follows that 
dx TJ - Jt 
-=--
d17 1J 

x(l - x) 
( 1 + Jt )x - 1 · 

a> 0. 

x = 1 .._ 1J = o. 

(4.1) 

(·1.2) 

(-1.3) 

(-t..1) 

In [3] an asymptotic expansion of Ra,b(1J) in (4.1) is derived, which holds for a_,. oo, uniformly 
with respect to x E [O, 1] and b E [O, oo ). 

We obtain the solution of equation (1.3) for large values of a., hy first dC't.<'rmining 7Jo, the 
solution of the r<'duced equation 

Q(b, 1JOll) = p. (.t.6) 

This involves an inversion of the incomplete gamma function, which prohl<'m is consid<'r<'d in 
[4], especially for large values of b. As in the previous sections, the <'Xa.ct solution of (1.3) is 
written as 1J = TJo +€,and we expand€ as in (2.12). We ha.ve (conf<>r (2.13)), 

dp 1 dx c"l-7l+itln 71 -A(p)). 

d17 = B(a,b)x(l - x) r/17 
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Upon dividing these equations and using (4.5), we obtain 

J(."l) d11 = 2t.eal11-110-µln(71/710)] 
dT]o 110 ' 

(4.7) 

with !(11) = </>(11)<T>(a), and 

,i..( ) 11 - µ 1 <T>( ) = r* (a + b) 
'Y"l = 1-x(l+µ) v'f+""jL' a f*(a) ' 

where f* is introduced in (3.6). By writing T/ = 1Jo + £, a.nd writing 11 in place of 110 (for the 
time being), ( 4.7) ca.n be writ.ten a.s 

The analogue of the expansion (2.6) has coefficients 

Co= 1, Ct = 
µ µ2 

12(1 + /t)' c2 = 288(1 + /t)2 ' 

µ(432 + 432Jl + 139JL2 ) 

C3 = 51840( l + Jl)3 • 

The analogue of (2. 7) reads 

with coefficients 

d0 = 1, 

where 

Substituting 

di= w + 2 
3(w+l)w' 

1 
d2 = --, 

12w2 

81113 + 9w2 - 9w - 8 
d3 = 3 ' 5·10w( w + 1 )· 

ds = 

d _ 15w4 - 68w3 - 182w2 - 68w + 15 
4 - 12960w4 (w+1)4 ' 

32w5 + 265w4 + 2.53w3 - 253w2 - 265w - 32 
90i20w5 ( w + 1 )5 

w=~· 

Et c2 £3 
frv-+2+3+ ... , 

a a a 

into (4.8), we find the first coefficient: 

In</>( 17) 
c1 = , 

1 - Jl/TJ 

('1.10) 
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a. regular function at 7J = Jt, as follows from the expansion of </>(7J) at this point. The next 
terms are 

£2 = 2,i.. ( 
1 ) (2</>£~ 772 + 2</>' £1772 + 2c1 </>7]2 - </>Jt£i - 2£1 </>11 ), 

'f'T/ TJ - Jl 

£3 = ? 2 1 ? (-3</>2£~27]4 - 6c1</>27/3 - 6</>2£~7J3 + 6T]4C2</>2 + 6£1</>27J2-
6w</> (11- 11)-

3</>'2dTf4 - 3ci</>2T/4 + 3£i</>27J2 + 6'f/4</>'2£1 + 2p£I77</}-

6£ 1 <Jh72 JLE~ - 9ci </>7]2 JU// - 6£1 </>21]2 Jt<'1 + 6£i </>2 7JJl-

12q/£1173 </> + p2</>2d + 6T}4 £~</>2 + 31]3/tci<f} - 61/''J1C2</>2+ 
3173 /1£~2 </>2 - 6173 JL£~ </>2 + 6c1174 </>1 </> + 6£~ 774 q/ </>+ 

3114 </>11 </>ci - 3173 JL</>11 4>d + 317311</>12 ei), 

wh<'re the <lNivatiV<'S are r<'spect. with 17. For small va.hws of j17 - /ll we can <'Xpand 

(w+2)(w-1) w3 +9w2 +2lw+5 
£i= :Jw + 36w2 (w+l) ('Tf-/t)-

w'1 - l3w3 + 69w2 + 167w + 46 2 
----------(17-11) -

1G20(w + 1 )2 w3 

7w5 + 21w4 + 70w:i + 26w2 - 93w - 31( )3 
--------~----- 77 -11· -

6·180( w + 1 )3 w4 

75w6 + 202w5 + 188w4 - 888w3 - 134.5w2 + 118w + 138 .1 

272160(w + 1 )4w5 ( 77 - ii) + · .. ' 

(28w1 +131u•3 + ·102w2 + 581w + 208)(w - 1) 

Hi20(w + l)w3 

:351116 - 15·1ws - G23w4 - 1636w3 - 3983w2 - 3514w - 925 . 
12960( W + 1 )2w4 ( 7J - JI.)-

(2132w7 + 791!)w6 + H3821w5 + 35066w4 + 87,190w3 + 1·1118:3w2+ 
95993w + 216·10)/[816480w5 (w + I)3 ](7J - p)2 -

(l 10.5:3w8 + 53308w7 + 117010w6 + 163924w5 + 116188w4 - 2.)Rl28w3 -

6770·12w2 - ·1819·10w - 105497)/[146966·10(w + l) 4 w6 ](11-1i)3 + ... , 

£3 = - [(3592w7 + 8375w6 - 1323w5 - 29198w4 - 89578w3 - 15·1·l13u•2 -

116063w - 29632)( w - 1 )]/[816480w5( w + 1 )2]-

( ·ll2043w9 + 2054169w8 + 380309·1w7 + 347075'1w6 + 21·11!)68w5 -

2393.568w'1 - 19904934w3 - 3471·167·1w2 -

2312829!)w - 5253353)/[1469661IOOw6 (w+ 1)3 )(17- 11)-

(l 16932w10 + 819281w9 + 2378172w8 + 4341330w7 + 680600·1m6 + 
106227-1811'5 + 18739500w4 + 3065189·1w3 + 30869976w2 + 

4 ~ ? 
1543186711' + 2919016)/(1·16966,100( 111 + 1) w' ]( 77 - JI)· + ... , 

where w is gh·<'n by (4.9). 
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Considering the functions li as functions of TJo, we obtain using ('1.10) 

which is substituted in the left hand side of ( 4.2). Solving for x, we finally obtain the dcsir<'<l 
approximation of the solution of equation (1.3). 

In this section, the functions ~(a),<,b(17),c have expansions with co<'fficiC'nts c;,di,€i in 
which the parameter JL = bf a may assume any value in [O, oo ). This aspect demonstrates the 
uniform character (with respect top) of the present approach. In §2 large values of /3 a.re 
not allowed, and in §3 the value of () should be bounded away from 0 and !7!". Of course, 
the transformations and expansions of this sections are more complicatc'd than those in the 
previous sections. 1foreover, to start the inversion procedure, first <'quation (-1.6) including 
an incomplete gamma function should be solved, whereas in the foregoing cases only an error 
function has to be inverted. See (2.10) and (3.9). 

5. NUMERICAL ASPECTS 

In numerical applications one needs the inversion of the mappings given in (2.1), (3.2), and 
( 4.2). Only (2.1) can be inverted directly, as shown in (2.2). For small valu<'s of ICI we have 

t - .! + .! rn2 ( - ...!... r,:2 ,.3 + _s_ r,:2 (5 + - 2 4 v L. 32 v L..,, 1536 v L. •••• 

The inversion of ( 4.2) can be based on that of (3.2), with ot.hN paranwtNs. We give some 
details on the inversion of (3.2). 

For small values of 1(1 we have 

., ( 1-2s2 .? 13s4 -13s2 +1.3 46s6 -69s4 +21s2 +1.4 
t = s- + sc + 3 < - + 36sc ~ + 270s2 c2 ~ + · . · ' 

where s =sin 0, c = cosO. For larger values of 1(1, with ( < 0, we rewrite(3.2) in the form 

t(l - t)°' = u, ? 
a = cot- 8, 

a.nd for small values of u we ('Xpa.nd 

3a(3a+l) 3 4a(4a+1)(4a+2) 4 5a(5a+1)(5a+2)(5a+3) .5 
t = u + au + I 1L + I u + I t + .... 3. 4. .s. 

A similar approach is possible for positive values of(, giving an ('Xpansion for t n<'ar unity. 
The approximations obtained in this way may he US('d for starting a. NC'wton-Raphson met.hod 
for obtajning more accurate values oft. 

We have tested the inversion process of the incomplete beta function for sevNal values 
of the para.metNs. We dC'scrihe the testing for the method of §2. After obt ai 11i 11p; the first 
approximation 7Jo by inverting (2.10), we cornputC'd the valu('s of .:1 ,c2,E3, dcfi1wd in (2.lG) -
(2.17) (with 1J rC'pla.ced with 7]o ). The coeffici('nt €3 is includC'd only when 170 is sm;1ll en011p;h 
for using the Taylor series given §2. Next, (2.11) gives the final approximation of 17, which is 
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used in the second line in (2.1), to obtain the approximation of x. Finally we verifi<'d (1.3), 
by computing the incomplete beta function with this value x. We us<'d the continu<'d fraction 
given in [1, formula 26.5.8]. 

In the tables 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 we show the relative errors l(Ix(a,b)-p)/PI, wh<'re x is obtained 
by the asymptotic inversion methods of §§2-4. As is expected, it follows that tll<' larg<'T values 
of /3 give less accuracy in the results in Table 5.1. The same holds for small<'f valu<'s of(} in 
Ta.hie 5.2. From Table 5.3 it follows that the results are not influenc<'d by larg<' or small values 
of Jl. This shows the uniform character of the method of §4. In fact, this method can be used 
in extreme situations: the ratio a/b may be very small and very large, and p may assume 
values quite close to Z<'fO or to unity. 
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f3 0 1 2 3 
p 

-4 7.410 -5 7.410-5 10 5.310 -3 2.310 -2 

0.1 9.010 -7 7.510-6 4.010-4 2.710-3 

0.3 4.810 -7 3.410-6 3.010-4 2.110-3 

0.5 2.110-7 2.710-6 2.310 -4 1.610 - 3 

0.7 2.110-7 2.610-6 1.710-4 l.l 10 -3 

0.9 3.710-6 4.710-6 8.110 -5 5.310 -'4 

0.9999 9.110-4 9.110-4 9.110-4 9.210 -4 

Table 5.1. Rda.tive errors llx(a,a + /3) - pl/P for a= 10 a.nd several valu<'s of p a.nd (J; 
the asymptotic inversion is based on the method of §2 

sin2 () 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 
p 

-4 5.410 -4 1.110 -3 2.110 -3 3.910 -3 10 
0.1 l.410-6 l.410-5 3.410 -5 2.310-3 

0.3 2.910 -7 1.110 -5 3.610 -5 1.210 -4 

0.5 1.510-7 7.910-6 2.510-5 9.510 -5 

0.7 1.210-7 5.010-6 1..510-5 6.010-·5 

0.9 3.710-6 5.310-6 9.110-6 7.010-5 

0.9999 9.110-4 9.110-4 9.110 - 4 9.110-4 

Table 5.2. Relative errors llx(a, b) - pj/p for r = a+ b = 10 and sevC'ral values 
of p and sin2 () = n/r; tllC asymptotic inversion is based on the m<'thod of §3 

/l 0.1 0.5 2.0 10 
p 

10 -4 6.810-5 1.210-4 1.710 -4 1.310 
0.1 1.210-6 2.710 -7 3.410 -7 3.610 
0.3 1.810 -6 9.lio -7 6.310 -7 5.410 
0.5 6.610 -7 2.010 -7 6.610-7 2.210 
0.7 1.710-7 3.610 -7 1.310 -6 4.210 
0.9 2.010-7 1.210-7 3.010 -7 6.310 
0.9999 1.310 -7 1.810-8 1.710 -8 1.910 

Ta.hie 5.3. Relative errors llx( a, b) - plf p for a = 10 and S<'VC'ral values 
of p and /l = b/a; th<' asymptotic inversion is based on tl1<' method of§ l 

-4 

-6 

-6 

-7 

-6 

-7 

-8 
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